Bank of Lithuania would like to alert all recipients on activity which is very similar to a financial pyramid scheme. The scheme called “MMM-2011” was designed by Sergey Mavrodi a resident of the Russian Federation and is now being actively promoted to Lithuanian citizens and might be also promoted in other European and CIS countries. Bank of Lithuania notes that this is not an authorised activity and clients who are involved in the scheme are exposed to very high risk.

Further information on the scheme is provided through the following addresses:

**Skype:** info-MMM-2011

**Website(s):** [www.i-mmm.eu](http://www.i-mmm.eu) (available in English, Russian, German, Lithuanian)


Other sites containing “mmm”, “mmm-2011” or “Sergey Mavrodi” might be also available.

**Email:** info2011-mmm.lt, mmm2011eu@gmail.com

If you have any further questions on this matter please e-mail Supervision Service at pt@lb.lt or alternatively by telephone +370 5 2680 522.